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From the very start of my professional career, I have always 

believed in prompt  action and immediate results. There is no word 

like tomorrow in my dictionary. When Govt. of Punjab entrusted 

me with this responsibility as Chairperson of Faisalabad Board, 

the main task was to deliver and serve the public. So I made a 

promise to myself that I will provide justice at doorstep without 

complication because justice delayed is a justice denied. 

Therefore, I have adopted open door policy for the public. People 

are welcome to visit my office any time. Start of online tracking 

system in board is a fruit of this thought.

Higher Education Department, Government of the Punjab is taking 

concrete and effective measures for elevating educational 

standards in the province while upholding the core principles of 

positive net value delivery to students with efficiency and 

sustainability. To achieve this end, the Boards of Intermediate and 

Secondary Education (BsISE) are required to play an effective and 

pivotal role by ensuring transparency in the Secondary School 

Certificate (SSC) and higher Secondary School Certificate (HSSC) 

annual examinations, as only merit can enable talented students to 

contribute in the development of their homeland.

I believe that the Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education, 

Faisalabad and other Educational Boards will strive to improve 

evaluation and assessment systems to match contemporary needs

Education improves an individual's quality of life. 

Higher education enables individuals to expand 

their knowledge and skills, express their 

thoughts clearly in speech and in writing, grasp 

abstract concepts and theories, and increase 

their understanding of the world and their 

community. In this regard Introduction of grading 

system at Secondary and Higher Secondary 

level (Boards of Intermediate and Secondary 

Educations) will not only strengthen, conceptual 

and practical learning of students but will also 

put an end to “rattafication”. This will open an era 

of knowledge and skills acquisition, thus 

enabling our youth to be more empowered and 

capable of bringing change. 



Sports are the benchmark of live and healthy nations. The soil of Pakistan 

has produced many international players of matchless skills and technique. 

They have brought home many accolades and awards, helping in setting 

the image of Pakistan as a peaceful and sports loving country. Such players 

are not produced abruptly but are the product of relentless hard work and 

attention of their coaches and guides right from the grass root level. The 

nursery of such players are prepared and nurtured at the school and college 

level. Initially at the local level divisional level games are the turning point 

in a player's professional life.  

BISE, Faisalabad recognizing the significance of games has and had been 

conducting sports activities to the fullest in accordance with the sports-

schedule approved by the IBSC. The Board has established male and 

female sections under its Sports Department and equipped them with 

highly educated, skillful and vastly experienced staff to conduct sports 

activities separately for boys and girls  and to groom their talent 

accordingly. AlHamdulillah, by virtue of the institutional patronization and 

devoted efforts of the concerned staff, the Board has performed remarkably 

in the field of sports and won hundreds of trophies during All Pakistan 

Inter-Boards Games, Sports Gala, and Sports-Festivals, etc. and eventually won the “General Trophy” more than 12 times as well.  

The sitting Chairperson, right after assuming her charge in this Board, has realized the significance of the games and decided to revive 

and reinvigorate sports activities. First challenge in this endeavour, was organizing the event of intercollegiate games 2020-2021 of 

Faisalabad division. The Chairperson and the Secretary worked relentlessly with the Directors sports and made it possible to conduct the 

Inter-Collegiate Games 2020-21 before the imposition of COVID-19 sanctions again, in which 1474 boys from FSD division 

participated from 115 colleges in 18 games, while 613 girls participated in 10 games. By virtue of these devoted efforts, the BISE, 

Faisalabad has become the only Board in the country which has not only conducted its Inter-Collegiate Games 2020-21 but also 

conducted the “Prize Distribution Ceremony” after eight years' pause which was last held on 09.03.2012 at the Board's Campus.

Therefore, a splendid function was the need of hour to commemorate and encourage our youth to further motivate them to excel in sports. 

Prize distribution ceremony was arranged to honor players and colleges by giving them trophies, shields, certificates and cash prizes. For 

this purpose Raza Nasrullah Ghuman( MNA, Member public accounts Committee) on whose behalf his son (Abdul Qadir Ghuman) 

graced the ceremony and Adil Pervaiz Gujjar (Parliamentary Secretary of Environment Protection), were invited as the guest of honour. 

The ceremony started with the arrival and reception of the guest at 2 pm. Followed by the inauguration of the ceremony by the guests of 

honor. Ceremony started with the recitation of Holy Quran and Praise of  Holly 

Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H) and special presentation of National Anthem by 

students of Chinoit School. After this the players/athletics presented flag March 

in the auditorium hall of BISE Faisalabad with their flags and colors, leading 

their way across the hall way in front of  main stage of auditorium. Chairperson 

welcomed the guests and athletics from all over the Faisalabad Division. She 

appreciated their hardwork and display of sportsmanship during the whole 

gaming events. He also congratulated colleges for preparing athletes and 

players for sports. Chief Guests then addressed the players and predicted a 
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bright future for them if they continued to strive like this in their life ahead. They said practice and continuity is the essence of success and 

nobody can be a winner if he/she is not persistent in his/her work. They hoped that Pakistan InshaAllah will again get players like Jan 

Sher Khan, shahbaz junior and Shoaib akhtar from this youth. Secretary BISE Faisalabad Dr. Saleem Taqi then gave a concluding speech 

by thanking special guests and all of the participants. Guest of honors along with Chairperson, Secretary and Controller board distributed 

cash prizes and shields among the winners. The event was widely covered by national media as it was like a spring breeze in the times of 

epidemic.

It will be quite lengthy to give details of the winners and runner ups of each game so a college wise detail is being shared which shows the 

positions/wins a college has during the said sports event. Punjab college Faisalabad has won overall 15 positions, superior college has 

won 10 positions, Aspire college has won 3 positions, DPS FSD, Chenab college Jhang, Govt MD College FSD has won 3 positions each 

and Govt. PST College kamalia has won 2 positions.  While Govt College Samundari, Punjab College Tandlilianwala, Govt Murusipur 

College, Govt P/G College jhang, Govt. F.B Ghosia dc 333 T.T Singh College, Govt. Ghazali College Jhang, Concordia College FSD, 

Govt. College Khurianwala, Govt. Islamia College Chiniot all have won one position in the said boys side sports event.   

While on the girls side Punjab College FSD has won 6 positions while the Govt. degree college Khurianwla and Govt. College Madina 

town, FSD has won 5 positions each.  Govt. College Gulishan colony FSD has won 3 

positions seconded by Govt. Islamia College, FSD, Chenab College Jhang and Govt. HSS 

Gatti who have won 2 positions each. In the end Shibli College FSD, Govt. HSS 266 

Dhandra FSD, Govt. Degree College Samundari, Govt. College Karkhana Bazar FSD and  

Govt. College Samnabad all have won one sports game. Punjab College has won general 

trophy on both boys and girls events. 
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BISE Faisalabad like other boards of intermediate and secondary education in Punjab and all over the Pakistan has three main 

administrative seats.  First one is the Chairperson board who is the overall administrative head of the board. Second is the Secretary board 

that deals with the day to day administrative and financial matters and is directly reported to chairperson, it is also called as sector head. 

Third one is the Controller of examination that is perhaps the most sensitive and responsible position as it has to deal with the work for 

which the board is established i,e examination. 

Controller of examination is a position on which officers of BS 18-19 from Education (School+ Higher education) department and 

APUG can be posted on deputation basis for a period of three years. Currently controller of examination in BISE Faisalabad is Mrs. 

Shahnaz Alvi, she is a assistant professor from higher education department. She has a vast and diverse administrative, research, and 

teaching experience. She was posted in BISE Faisalabad in May, 2018. Since her joining Faisalabad Board has seen many positive 

changes in the examination process and administration of Controller sector. She has successfully implemented percentile score formula 

in preparing and tabulating results. She has developed efficient inspection system in consultation with Chairperson Board Dr. Tayybah 

Shaheen. She was also successful in appointing invigilation staff of higher credibility and integrity, thereby made examination process 

more fair and transparent. Her tenure in the BISE Faisalabad was full of novelties, hard work, commitment, fair play, transparency and 

public service.



 The Controller of Examinations shall, subject to the control of the Chairman, be incharge of the examination sector of the Board, and 

shall

(i)  Make arrangements for the conduct of all examinations of the Board;

(ii)  Conduct official correspondence of the Board relating to the Examinations; and

(iii)  Perform such other duties as may be assigned to him by the Chairman from time to time.

The controller being the sector head, supervise certain

 branches under her control. Controller sector is

 Explained in diagram:
Controller of Examinations

Asstt. Controller
 Conduct(Matric)

Asstt. Controller
Exam.(Matric)

Deputy Controller
 Secrecy 

 Asstt. Controller
 Records

System Aynalist Officer 
Confidential Press

Deputy Controller
 Conduct(Inter)

Asstt. Controller
Exam.(Inter)

Mrs. Shahnaz Alvi
Controller of Exam.
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The students, teachers and school administrations might have many queries and questions relating to submission of admission forms, its 

process, different situations arising out of promotion policy and the chances remaining etc. So to clarify these issues board administration 

has launched the question answer session to guide the students and schools administration in this regard

Questions relating to Matric (Secondary School Certificate)
Q 1- How can the regular and private candidate submit their admission form?

Ans: Regular candidates can submit their admission forms through institutions where they are studying 

        whereas private candidates should get admission forms attested from their nearest school.

Q2- How can the regular candidate appear in the Matric (9 th class) examination?
th Ans: Govt. and affiliated H.S/ H.S.S can submit regular admission form of 9  class candidates.

thQ3- If a candidate appeared in the 9  class examination and left the study due to any reason and had not
th       appeared in the 10  class examination, then for how many years his/her result will remain intact?

th thAns: Result of 9  class fail or pass shall remain intact for two years or his/her appearance in 10  class 

         whichever is earlier.

Q4- If a candidate doesn't succeed in improving marks then what will be the status of his/her previous result?

Ans: If a candidate did not improve his/her marks then its previous result will remain intact.

Q5- If a candidate mistakenly mentions wrong subjects on the admission form then how it can be corrected?

  Ans: Private candidates can get their subject corrected before the commencement of examination with prescribed fee. Schedule of fee is

          available at BISE website.

Q6- If a candidate has not received result card what can he/she do?

Ans: After the declaration of result, candidates can receive their result card free of cost within two months. After that he may request for

        duplicate result card with prescribed fee. Schedule of fee is available at BISE website.

Q7- If a candidate wants to appear in some subject/subjects as additional what is the procedure?

Ans: Candidate can avail this facility of additional subject/subjects (not passed earlier) before appearing in the higher examination.

         Moreover, it is compulsory to pass all offered subjects in one sitting.

Q8- What is the procedure for receipt of marks improve certificate?

Ans: It is necessary for the candidate to submit his/her previous certificate.  

Q9- What is the procedure of correction in spelling of name/father 's name etc?

Ans: Matric branch can correct spelling of name / father name in accordance with the Urdu version with fee. Other changes of

         name/father name/date of birth shall be preceded by the General branch. Fee schedule is available at BISE website.

Q10- Whether a candidate can appear as fresh candidate in supplementary examination?

Ans:  Private candidate cannot appear in supply exam as fresh.

Q 11- Whether a candidate can change his/her any subject/group after submission of admission form?

Ans: Candidates can get correction in their subject/group before the commencement of examination with fee.  Schedule of fee is

          Available at BISE website. 

Shafqat Ali
Asst. Controller Matric



Q12- Whether a candidate can opt for two languages at SSC level? 

Ans: Candidate cannot adopt two languages at SSC level e.g ( Persain, Arabic, Urdu Advance, Punjabi, Eng. Literature, etc.)
thQ13- Practical of 10  Annual, 2021 will be held?

thAns: Practical of 10  Annual, Exam 2021 will not be conducted.

Q14- In examination of Matriculation 2021 what would be the bifurcation of subject of Islamiyat 

         for Dars-e-Nizami group?
th thAns: The students of Dars-e-Nizami group will be give the exam of Sirat-ul-Rasool in 9  exam and  Islamiyat in 10  exam.

Q15- What would be the alternate subject of Islamiyat (Compulsory) for non-Muslim?

Ans: The Non-Muslim candidate of SSC may choose the subject of theics in lieu of islamiyat( compulsory).

  Questions Relating to Intermediate (HSSC)
(Except the questions given below all queries are same as Matric (SSC))

thQ1- If a candidate appeared in 11  class examination and left the study due to any reason and had
th        not  appeared in 12  class examination, the how many years his/her result remain intact?

th thAns: Result of 11  class fail or pass shall remain intact for two years or his/her appearance in 12  class exam, 

        Whichever is earlier. He/she may appear as private candidates if he/she is not having practicle subjects. 

Q2- If a candidate wants to appear in some subject/subjects as additional what is the procedure?

Ans: Candidate can avail this facility of additional subject/subjects (not passed earlier) before appearing

        in next higher examination. Moreover, it is compulsory to pas all offered subjects in one sitting.
thQ3- When Practical of 12  Annual exam 2021 will be conducted?

thAns: Practical of 12  Annual exam 2021 will not be conducted.

Muhammad Yousaf
Asst. Controller Inter
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Additional Secretary establishment wing Higher Education dept,  Mr. Talha Hussain 
thFaisal  visited BISE Faisalabad to participate in Board 177  meeting as representative of 

Higher Education dept. After attending the meeting Add Secy was accompanied by 

Chairperson Faisalabad BISE Prof.  Dr. Tayybah Shaheen and Secretary BISE 

Faisalabad Dr. Saleem Taqi to various branches of BISE FSD. He was first taken to one 

window section of BISE FSD where many important services (migration certificate, 

transcripts, and records) are provided by the board to the public under one roof within 

few hours. Add Secy had a very interactive session with the staff of one window section. 

Additional Secy then visited computer, record, and admin branches. He was also introduced with the officers/officials of the branches. 

He was also briefed about the future initiatives of the board and basic working policies. 

 interactive session with the staff of one window section. Additional Secy then visited computer, record, and admin branches. He was 

also introduced with the officers/officials of the branches. He was also briefed about the future initiatives of the board and basic working 

policies. Additional Secy appreciated the working and administration of the board especially in the matters of financial transparency 

and accountability.

Covid-19 is menacing the world right now with its lethal and violent third wave. Intrusion of United Kingdom variant and other mutated 

variants of COVI-19 are more contagious and are spreading like jungle fire. It is reported that COVID-19 sign and symptoms are also 
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 varied and even in some cases no sign and symptoms are shown. Seeing the intensity and threatening situation Government of Pakistan 

and Punjab has issued detailed instructions to public and institutions at large for the safety of public. BISE Faisalabad adhered to Govt. of 

Punjab policies and instructions, implemented all such directions including 50% staff, no entrance without masks, social distancing, use 

of sanitizer, thermometer gun and avoidance of overcrowding. All other SOP'S relating to COVID-19 are also implemented.

Dengue is also a looming threat. BISE Faisalabad has taken all steps necessary for the prevention of Dengue Larvae growth. There was no 

site in the board premises where water body was logged or garbage or unnecessary items were piled up. Dengue prevention spray and 

cleanliness is ensured very strictly in the board premises. Chairperson and Secretary Board takes special interest in cleanliness drive and 

inspect such vulnerable sites if any almost daily. That is why by the grace of Allah Dengue Larvae has been prevented from growth in the 

start of season.

The board of Faisalabad like most of the boards takes most of its decisions through its board members. The board is a central governing 

body having the power to give sanction to all of the major decisions of BISE Faisalabad. It comprise of chairperson BISE FSD as its 

chairperson. There are one member each from Higher education (Administrative dept) and Finance dept. Govt of the Punjab. Director of 

education colleges Faisalabad being representative of higher education at divisional level is also the member of board. While, one 

member is from Government college university Faisalabad a nominee of Vice Chancellor GCUF . There are four other members of the 

board from school and higher education dept. which are selected and posted by higher education dept. Secretary BISE Faisalabad also acts 

as the secretary of Board of Governors.

BISE Faisalabad is an autonomous body. It receives no financial grants from any Govt. body in any form. However, it is formed and is 

adhered to Govt. policies and instructions that are abide by and implemented through the board. Therefore, board is the supreme body 

which gives sanction to any official (procurement, adoption of rules etc) step taken by the BISE Faisalabad.

Quaid-e-Azam scholarship or merit scholarship is awarded to bright students of BISE Faisalabad every year on the basis of their marks in 

the recent examination SSC or HSSC. This scholarship is awarded at both levels i,e SSC and HSSC. At SSC Level it is awarded in four 

Broad categories namely General category (Girls) and General category (Boys). The other category is Science (Girls) and Science (Boys).

Government of Pakistan is working for the cause of education on emergency basis. From grass root level of primary schools in far flung 

areas to Universities in the heart of metropolitan cities, from learning of 

Alphabets to research on Nano Technology, Government of Pakistan is 

uplifting education in physical, intellectual, philosophical and even 

technological fronts. Presidential High achievers award is one of such steps. 

President of Islamic Republic of Pakistan Worthy Mr. Arif Alvi invited high 

achievers from all boards of Pakistan and accolade of them with certificate 

of high achievement and cash prize. Highest scoring student of Intermediate 

2020 from BISE Faisalabad Muhammad Arham participated in this event on 

17-3-2021. It was a matter of great pride, gratitude and achievement not just 

for Mr. Arham but for his Parents, teachers, school, hometown and the BISE 

Faisalabad also.
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 The scholarship for year 2020 is awarded to 139 students in total relating to above said four categories. The number of scholarships is 

calculated by giving a scholarship to every thousand number of student. The amount of scholarship is 2500/Rs per month for students who 

are studying further in the intermediate and are border students while for day scholars the amount of scholarship is 1500/RS per month. In 

addition 3000/RS is given additionally in lieu of books per annum.

BISE Faisalabad has always encouraged co-curricular and extra-curricular activities among the 

students as these infuse a spark of creativeness and sportsmanship in the students. A students only 

imbued with just bookish knowledge cannot ace his practical life if he has not learnt the art of 

competing and stress management that are learnt well through extra and co-curricular activities. That 

is why BISE FSD has always endorsed, arranged and participated in such co-curricular activities. 

Such an event was held in BISE FSD in which students from Faisalabad 

division participated in the Recitation of Holy Quran and praise of Holly 

Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H) competition held from 19-01-2021 to 

25-01-2021. The winners of this competition participated in the regional 

level event among Lahore, Technical, Gujranwala and Faisalabad 

Boards at Punjab University, Lahore. In this competition our student 

Dania Qayyum won first position in the Qirat Competition while our 

other student Syeda Raaeeda Batool won first position in Urdu Debate. 

These students are selected for national level literary competition.

Zulfiqar Ahmad S/o Ali Muhammad Baildar Estate branch and Abdul Hameed S/O 

Muhamaad Yaqoob, Superintendent Matric Branch retired from Govt. service on 

attaining the age of superannuation on 24-01-2021 and 11-02-2021 respectively. They 

served with honor and dignity. Board administration congratulates them on successful 

completion of their service and contribution in the success of Board of Intermediate and 

Secondary Education, Faisalabad. 

Covid-19 has presented the world with a unique kind of challenge. People are confined in their homes. The situation presents a  

worldwide curfew like silance, where streets, parks and markets are deserted, while the hospitals are full of patients infected with 

COVID-19. The situation is further obfuscated by the third waves of COVID attack that is more lethal and silent killer.

Keeping in mind the above narrated facts Government of Pakistan is very cautious about the health of their citizens and education as well. 

Therefore, it is stressing on the need of adopting precautionary measures. The nation has already suffered a lot during the first wave of 

corona virus in domains of education, health and economy last year. Students had been promoted to next classes without evaluation. 

That's why government has decided to impose selective lockdown in the areas where there are rising cases of Corona virus are reported. 

Similar is the situation of educational institutes, these are only closed in selective districts where Lockdown has been imposed. After 

detailed deliberations with all stakeholders concerned government has decided to start SSC examination all over the Punjab on 25-05-

2021 which will continue for next thirty days and SSC result will be announced on 21-09-2021. While the HSSC examination will start 

on 03-07-2021 and will continue for next thirty days. The result of HSSC will be announced on 20-10-2021.

Note: The Govt. of Pakistan/Punjab reserves the right/power to change or cancel the said examination date.
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